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Relaxation of quasi-two-dimensional electrons in a quantizing magnetic field
probed by time-resolved cyclotron resonance
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We have measured the picosecond time-resolved cyclotron resonance of photogenerated transient carriers in
undoped InSb/Al0.09In0.91Sb quantum wells by two-color pump-probe spectroscopy in a magnetic field. The
strong conduction-band nonparabolicity of InSb causes the average cyclotron mass of the electrons, which we
monitor directly in time, to decrease as the electrons relax towards the band edge. In addition, the nonpara-
bolicity results in multiple resonances due to the strongly energy-dependent mass andg factor, allowing us to
determine the time evolution of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for the excited carriers in quantizing
magnetic fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional~2D! electron systems in high magnet
fields have been studied intensively for the past two deca
exhibiting a fascinating array of electron correlation effect1

Equally importantly, they can provide a unique spectrosco
environment that is not achievable in atomic or molecu
systems. Landau and Zeeman quantization lead to extern
tunable, nearly equally spaced multiple energy levels, or
energy ladder. Various orbital, spin, and combined re
nances have been spectroscopically investigated in Lan
quantized systems,2 especially in two dimensions, providin
significant insight into the low-energy quantum dynamics
charge and spin carriers in the frequency domain.

However, there has been very limited success in dire
probing carrier dynamics in these ladder systems in the t
domain3–5 with ultrashort and/or intense far-infrared~FIR!
pulses. In particular, to our knowledge, there have been
studies on spin relaxation in a 2D system in high magn
fields, although the corresponding 3D situation is know6

Understanding different spin-relaxation mechanisms in c
fined structures in the presence of spin-orbit coupling is c
cial for developing novel spin-based devices.7

Here we report results of a picosecond time-resolved
clotron resonance~TRCR! study of photogenerated electron
in undoped InSb quantum wells~QW’s!. TRCR is a recently
developed spectroscopic method for studying intraband
rier relaxation in a magnetic field.4 Specifically, this tech-
nique allows us to monitor the effective mass of relaxi
carriers as a function of time. An ultrashort near-infrar
~NIR! pulse creates transient carriers and the subsequen
namics are probed by a delayed FIR pulse. InSb is an id
material for TRCR studies. Its small effective mass and la
g factor result in large Landau and Zeeman splittings;
strongly energy-dependent mass andg factor provide a natu-
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ral mechanism for CR to expose the electron energy dis
bution, which evolves in time; and its strong spin-orbit co
pling makes it an ideal system in which to compare differe
spin-relaxation mechanisms. Our data unambiguously d
onstrated that the~average! electron cyclotron mass de
creases as the electrons relax towards the band edge.

Our technique is unique because it is two color~NIR
pump/FIR probe!, while previous time-resolved5 and
nonlinear8,9 FIR work on Landau levels in 2D systems wa
single color. Because CR occurs only across the Fermi
ergy, the previous studies were applicable only to samp
having a large density of 2D carriers present through, e
modulation doping. For highly nonparabolic systems,
which different transitions can be resolved at different ma
netic fields, only about two spin-split transitions can be e
cited and probed by one color, prohibiting a thorough stu
of the carrier distribution. In contrast, the two-color nature
our experiment allows us to createtransient hot carrierswith
a wide range of energy and then probe their distribution o
all magnetically accessible energy levels. Furthermore, s
our technique can be applied to samples in which there
no carriers present at low temperature, it is uniquely po
tioned to expose the existence or absence of a spin-relaxa
bottleneck. Let us specify each state by three quantum n
bers, i.e. (n,N,s), where n51, 2 ~subband index!, N
50,1,2, . . . ~Landau index!, and s561/2 ~spin index!. A
spin bottleneck is predicted for relaxation from the (1
21/2) to the (1,0,11/2) level. Because the (1,0,21/2) to
(1,1,21/2) and (1,0,11/2) to (1,1,11/2) transitions occur
at different magnetic fields due to nonparabolicity, it shou
be possible at long time delays to distinguish betwe
equally populated (1,0,21/2) and (1,0,11/2) levels, which
would indicate the presence of the spin bottleneck, an
(1,0,11/2)-dominated resonance, which would demonstr
the absence of the bottleneck.
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The sample studied was an undoped multiple QW str
ture, containing 25 periods of 35-nm InSb wells separated
50-nm-thick Al0.09In0.91Sb barriers, grown by molecular
beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating~001! GaAs substrate. The
sample growth procedures and basic sample character
have been described previously.10 Because of the lattice mis
match between the well and the barrier material
(;0.5%), the wells were under compressive strain. In or
to eliminate any effects of photoexcited carriers in the Ga
substrate, we etched away the substrate using bromine
methanol with the sample mounted on a sapphire plate u
low-temperature epoxy. We coated the sample surface
semitransparent NiCr (;20 nm) in order to reduce un
wanted Fabry-Perot interference effects.11

The experimental setup for the two-color TRCR spectr
copy of this work was similar to that used in our previo
work.4,12,13 The FIR source was the Stanford Picoseco
Free-Electron Laser~FEL!, which was tunable from 3 to
80 mm and emitted a transform-limited and diffractio
limited pulsed beam with durations between 600 fs and 2
and energies as high as 1mJ. The NIR source was a mode
locked Ti:sapphire laser seeding a Ti:sapphire based re
erative amplifier operating at 800 nm. The FIR and N
beams were combined by a Pellicle plate and then focu
onto the sample, which was placed in an 8-T supercond
ing magnet with sapphire cold windows and polypropyle
room-temperature windows. The measurements were
formed in the Faraday geometry at three FIR waveleng
~46, 42, and 38.5mm) either by varying the time delay at
fixed magnetic field or by varying the magnetic field at
fixed time delay. The FEL produced millisecond macropul
at 10 Hz, which contained picosecond micropulses at 1
MHz. The Ti:sapphire oscillator was locked at the seve
harmonic of the FEL micropulse repetition rate, i.e., 82
MHz, and our synchronization electronics allowed us to o
tain one NIR pulse from the regenerative amplifier for eve
FIR macropulse. A liquid-helium-cooled Ge:Ga photoco
ductive detector was used to collect the FIR beam trans
ted through the sample.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows typical TRCR data. The photoinduc
transmission change of the FIR probe pulse is plotted a
simultaneous function of magnetic field and time delay in
ranges of 0–8 T and 0–600 ps. The photoinduced trans
sion change is defined as (T0–T)/T0, whereT0 is the trans-
mission value before the arrival of the NIR pump pulse. T
wavelength of the FIR radiation was 42mm and the sample
temperature was 1.5 K. These data clearly demonstrate
power and usefulness of this unique spectroscopic techni
containing a wealth of information on carrier dynamics in
magnetic field. While time scans at different magnetic fie
can provide insight into how intraband carrier relaxation
affected by the applied magnetic field, magnetic-field sc
at different time delays exhibitpicosecond time-resolve
snapshots of CR spectrafor the photogenerated transient ca
riers.
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Typical magnetic-field scans are shown in Fig. 2~a! for six
different fixed time delays. These traces show the smo
evolution of CR from 25 ps to 1.3 ns, a time scale mu
shorter than the interband lifetime. At 25 ps after excitatio
the CR line is significantly broadened to higherB, i.e., to
heavier effective mass. As time progresses, the electron
lax towards the band edge, resulting in a lighter mass at
ns. The average cyclotron mass, total carrier density,
average scattering time, obtained through Lorentzian fits
the traces in Fig. 2~a!, are plotted vs delay in Figs. 2~b–d!.
The resonances observed are fitted best as the sum of tw
four Lorentzians, which is consistent with our Landau-lev
calculations below. We note that the magnetic-field wid
corresponding to the spectral width of the FEL pulse (DB
'0.087 T, using m* 50.025m0, where m059.11
310231 kg) is much smaller than the width of any of th
resonances we observe. The wavelength dependence o
resonance position is consistent with CR.

IV. DISCUSSION

To better understand the TRCR spectra, we calculated
ergy levels in the QW structure. We first used a four-ba
k•p model in the absence of a magnetic field to calculate
subband energies in the conduction and valence band
taking into account the energy dependence of the elec
and hole masses in the envelope function formalism.14 We
also included strain effects using a method similar to
work by Kurtz and Biefeld on InAsxSb12x /InSb
superlattices.15 For the 35-nm InSb/50-nm Al0.09In0.91Sb QW

FIG. 1. Picosecond TRCR spectra of photocreated electron
InSb QW’s. The photoinduced transmission change is plotted
simultaneousfunction of time delay and magnetic field (B). The
photoinduced transmission change is defined as (T0-T)/T0, where
T0 is the transmission value before the arrival of the NIR pum
pulse. The wavelength of the FIR radiation was 42mm and the
sample temperature was 1.5 K.
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structure, we found three subbands in the conduction b
with energies 12, 42, and 83 meV, assuming the well a
barrier band gaps to be 249 meV and 416 meV, respectiv
and the conduction-band offset to be 62% of the band-
difference.16 The first three heavy-hole~HH! subband ener-
gies were calculated to be 1, 4, and 9.5 meV. The strain
this system gives rise to a large splitting between the HH
light-hole~LH! bands of;30 meV. For the structure studie
here, two LH subbands are expected at 7 and 25 meV be
the top of the LH confinement potential.

We took into account a magnetic field applied along
growth direction @001# using a modified Pidgeon-Brow
model.17,18 In this model, the bulk energy gap is replaced
the effective band gap, i.e., the energy separation betw
the lowest conduction and highest valence subbands. Se
calculated low-lying conduction-band Landau levels a
shown in Fig. 3, where the black~gray! lines originate from
the first ~second! subband and solid~dashed! lines represent
spin-up~spin-down! states. This calculation shows the stro
energy dependence of theg factor and of the effective mass
which cause different transitions to occur at different ma
netic fields. We have neglected transitions in the hole ba
However, because the band-edge LH effective m
(0.016m0) is close to the electron effective ma
(0.0139m0), it is possible that LH CR overlaps electron C

The calculated electron energy levels in Fig. 3 stron
suggest that the resonances we observe consist of mu
transitions. The allowed transitions are such thatDn50,

FIG. 2. ~a! Transmission change of the FIR probe pulse a
function of magnetic field at different time delays. The wavelen
of the probe was 42mm, the sample temperature was 1.5 K, and
NIR fluence was;1.3 mJ/cm2. ~b! Average cyclotron mass vs tim
delay.~c! Total carrier density~n! vs time delay.~d! Average carrier
scattering time (t) vs time delay.
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DN51, and Ds50. The electric-field vector of our FIR
probe lay in the QW plane and thus did not couple with t
intersubband transition (Dn51). Electric-dipole-excited
electron spin resonance (Dn,DN,Ds)5(0,0,1) cannot be
observed at the same FIR wavelengths as CR in
magnetic-field range available to us.19,20 Finally, combined
resonance (Dn,DN,Ds)5(0,1,1) is not allowed in the Far
aday geometry.21 In Fig. 3, the allowed CR transitions fo
42-mm probe light in the first and second subbands are in
cated by arrows. Because the individual CR transitions
too broad to resolve separately, however, we do not dire
observe spin- or Landau-level-resolved CR.

Because different transitions occur at different magne
fields, it is possible to combine the data and the calculat
in Fig. 3 to extract the time evolution of the energy of th
excited carrier population. Our detailed simulation of t
TRCR spectra obtained for 42-mm probe light is shown in
Fig. 4. The fixed parameters in the simulation were the c
culated magnetic-field positions of the CR transitions and
each time delay, the carrier density, which accounts for
combination, and scattering time, taken from fits as in Fig
The scattering time was kept the same for all single-part
resonances at a particular delay. By doing so we are ass
ing that the same broadening mechanisms act on each
sition at the same density. The variable parameter was
temperature of the Fermi-Dirac distribution of the excit
carriers. We neglected continuum states above the ba
energy and many-body effects such as band-gap renorma
tion. We took into account the reduction in CR-active pop
lation that occurs when the upper level of a transition
populated. The results accurately reproduced the obse

a

FIG. 3. Conduction-band Landau levels calculated using
modified Pidgeon-Brown model, which takes into account confi
ment and strain effects. Black~gray! lines are for the first~second!
subband. Solid~dashed! lines are spin-up~spin-down! states. The
arrows show the possible CR transitions for 42-mm radiation.
7-3
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features, which arise from the strong conduction-band n
parabolicity. Namely, the initially excited carriers, having
high carrier temperature, populate some states with h
Landau indices, where the cyclotron masses are higher
that of the lowest electron Landau level. This is the m
cause for the significant initial broadening~inhomogeneous
broadening!. As time progresses, the electrons relax towa
the lowest Landau level, and, as a result, the number of t
sitions contributing to the observed linewidth decreases w
time. In addition, the linewidth of individual CR transition
decreases with time. This indicates that each energy lev
initially broadened due to the high scattering rate in the hi
density and high-temperature regime~homogeneous broad
ening!. As time progresses, both the electron temperature
density decrease, making individual transitions narrow
The simulation was not representative at very short time
lays (,200 ps) because it did not include the dynamics
highly excited carriers relaxing into the well. The simulatio
Landau-level calculation, and fittings are consistent w
each other, indicating that our single-particle analysis is va
and that Coulomb collapse of the nonparabolicity-induc
CR splitting is not present.

The simultaneous determination of the scattering lifeti
(t) and carrier temperature (Tc) as functions of time delay
allows us to study the relation between scattering and c
ing. Cooling occurs through energy transfer from the car
system to the lattice, most importantly through longitudin
optical ~LO! phonon emission in polar semiconductors su
as InSb. Based on the simulated carrier temperatures
have calculated the scattering timesexpected from LO pho
non emission alone, assuming 1/t5(1/tLO)exp
(2\vLO /kBTc). Here 1/tLO is a material parameter given b

FIG. 4. ~a! Simulated TRCR spectra for the traces in Fig.
based on the energy levels shown in Fig. 3. Simulation success
reproduces the main observed features arising from nonparabol
~b! Cartoon at left~right! shows a Fermi distribution at short~long!
time delay, when the carrier population is large and hot~small and
cold!. ~c! Simulated carrier temperature as a function of time de
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(e2/8\2)A2m* \vLO(e`
212e0

21) in 2D,22 where m* is the
carrier mass, ande` ande0 are the optical and static dielec
tric permittivities, respectively. For InSb,tLO can be esti-
mated to be;400 fs in 2D. In this simple model, we ob
tainedt;5 ps at 25 ps delay time, which increased smoot
to 61 ps at 1300-ps delay. Hence, the scattering time du
LO phonons is almost two orders of magnitude larger th
the scattering times deduced from the fitting@see Fig. 2~d!#,
indicating that some other scattering mechanism is domin
While there are a number of possible scattering mechanis
the most important one, especially in the early high-dens
regime, is carrier-carrier scattering.23 Our recent TRCR work
on bulk InSb ~Ref. 13! clearly showed that this is the mai
scattering mechanism, and it is consistent with the obse
tion that the scattering time is roughly inversely proportion
to the density.13,23 A full treatment of carrier scattering an
cooling mechanisms will be given separately.24

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In summary, we have performed picosecond two-co
~NIR and FIR! time-resolved cyclotron resonance spectro
copy on undoped InSb/AlInSb quantum wells. We monitor
the dynamics of FIR transmission while we varied the ma
netic field and the time delay between the NIR and F
pulses. The strong nonparabolicity of the InSb conduct
band allowed us to study the relaxation dynamics
quasi-2D electrons in a quantizing magnetic field in unpr
edented detail. Specifically, we successfully determined
time evolution of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function of
photogenerated 2D plasma in a magnetic field.

These observations promise interesting future studies
ing the TRCR technique. For instance, we expect a fa
relaxation time when the probe is resonant with the opti
phonon energy (vLO;0.024 eV552 mm), the phonon en-
ergy divided by an integer,5,8,9or an integer times the phono
energy. It is possible for us to investigate this intriguing r
gime using the equipment available to us (lFIR526 mm).
Finally, we point out that the present results suggest the p
sible use of TRCR for studying spin relaxation near t
quantum limit at low densities and in high magnetic field
where relaxation slowdown and even quenching are p
dicted. Further efforts are in progress to observe such
usual phenomena.
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